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"IMAGINARY OBSTACLES"

It is strange what memories linger in ones mind from times and
events long past. As a young boy, I was a lover of books, and,
although our home had in it relatively few books compared to the
number I now possess, I used to scan those books avidly, looking for
one with which to occupy my time and my thoughts for a few exciting
hours. I can remember two of them in particular and still see their
covers in my mind. The first was a copy of Pendennis by William
Makepiece Thackeray, and the second, a book I never read, but which
apparently captured my imagination in some way for I have never *or-
got?en it? It was entitled, "Eat and Grow Thin!" I-W™ x™f^
how that could be done. In it was a chapter headed, "You Are What You
Eat."

I thought of that chapter in that book this week, as I reflected
on a parallel but much truer idea, "You are what you think. More
specifically, I was contemplating the fact that if we human beings
imagine that we are faced with obstacles which bar our way to the
kind of life we desire, then those imaginary obstacles take on a certain
kind of reality. The obstacle may not be real, but our idea of the
obstacle is.

The hypochondriac who always thinks he is sick is, indeed, sick,
but not with the kind of sickness he complains of. The person who
complains that he has no talents and abilities, even if he ^oes have
talents and abilities, has created an obstacle to his own progress by
having a wrong idea in his head.

These are the kinds of obstacles I am speaking of this morning
as we discuss the theme, "Imaginary Obstacles." They were the kind,
for example, created in the mind of Moses and which caused him to argue
with God that he could not go to Egypt and free the Hebrew slaves.
First, he insisted, he would not be listened to. Second, he argued
that he was not a fluent speaker, and third, he did not know what to
say if they asked who it was who had sent him. The fact that Moses was
ultimately successful in his mission belies his excuses which were
imaginary obstacles created by his own timidity.

II

I would argue that no one of us is ever entirely free of these
imaginary roadblocks set up by the highway department of our hearts
and minds.

A member of the congregation gave me recently a quote from Helen
Keller which reads,

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing. To keep
our faces toward change and behave like free spirits in the
presence of fate is strength undefeatable."








